with π 2 φ | : {^} x Y° -> F° not a homeomorphism, and let 2/e F 01 . Fix {y n } a decreasing sequence in Y° with 2/ n -> 0. There exist sequences {q n } in X°, {s n } in F° such that and q n -> O Also there exist sequences {r n } in X°, {ί n } in Y° with g«V = ί»^«. We claim r n -• 0. For if not £" -> 0 and thus with s n t n -»0. However this implies π 2 φ \ : {x} x F° -> y° is a homeomorphism. This is a contradiction. So r w ->0, and thus π,φ \:X°x{y} > X°i s a homeomorphism. LEMMA 
T is right reversible or T is left reversible.
Proof. We will assume π$ \ : X° x {y} -• X° is a homeomorphism for all yeY°.
We will show Γ is right reversible. 
:a,βe(-t,t)} .
For £ e G, g = sr with s,reI°U X 0 " 1 ϋ Y° Ό Γ 0 " 1 . The neighborhoods for £ will consist of siV(l, t)r where N(l, t) is a neighborhood of the identity. LEMMA 
ijf iV(l, ί) is a neighborhood of the identity, then there exist N(l,q) a neighborhood of the identity such that N(l,q) N(l,q)c:N(l,t).
Proof. From Lemma 6 and from the fact y ί!n ->1, x 1Jn -»1 we can pick N such that for n > N the following hold: (1) Now G is a locally compact topological semigroup which is algebraically a group. By [9] G is a topological group. Moreover since G is locally euclidean [8] G is a two-dimensional Lie group. THEOREM 
T is embedded in G.

Proof. The inclusion map i: T -> G is an iseomorphism into.
It should be pointed out here that an alternate and more general method for embedding semigroups in groups has been constructed by D. R. Brown and Michael Friedberg [4] . COROLLARY 
If D is a uniquely divisible semigroup on the two-cell with E(D) -{0,1} (E(D) is the set of idempotents for D), then D -{0} is embedded in a Lie group.
Proof. In [2] it was shown that D -{0} is uniquely representable in terms of two usual unit intervals. Thus D -{0} is embedded in a Lie group.
Examples and characterization* The authors would like to extend their appreciation to J. Lawson for supplying us with the information for the characterization of the uniquely representable semigroups.
(1) Let (/, *) denote the closed unit interval with the usual multiplication. Then (/, •) x (/, •)/[({()} x/)U(Ix {0})] is the only commutative which is uniquely representable in terms of two usual unit intervals [6] , [7] .
If S is non-abelian, then G is a non-abelian Lie group and G can be represented by the real matrices ίϊ Vj with x> 0 [1] .
In the examples below we will take S to be the semigroup induced by one point compactification of the subsemigroups of G. The point added will always be the zero for S.
It is to be noted that Example 4 is anti-isomorphic to Example 2 and Example 5 is anti-isomorphic to Example 3.
(2) Let S be the topological semigroup generated by taking the one point compactification of the semigroup of matrices ί ϊ Ψ\ with β>0,i/^0,ίB + 2/^l. Note S is uniquely divisible and thus S is uniquely representable in terms of two usual unit intervals [2] . Also S is not left reversible. It is easy to see that if W is the semigroup induced by the one point compactification of any collection of matrices
for tw0 real numbers a and β, W is iseomorphic to S.
(3) The one point compactification of the semigroup ίϊ Ψ\ with 0<#5gl,7/^>0 is a uniquely divisible semigroup on the two-cell. S is uniquely representable in terms of (^ «J U {0} and This semigroup is both left and right reversible. Furthermore,
\o lΛo i;~Vo lΛo l).
Also if W is the one point compactification of any semigroup of matrices ί? γ\ with y ^ a(x -1), 0 < x ^ 1 or y ^ a(x -1), 0< x <; 1 for some real number a, then S is iseomorphic to W. We will say S is half commutative if for each x e X°, y e Y° there exists y f e Y°s uch that xy = y'x.
(4) Let S be the one point compactification of the semigroup 
